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Included with the Charger
 
• Universal AC ADAPTOR
• Car 12 volt cord

 
Batteries are not included.
 
Assure that the power cord is not 
connected to the charger or not plugged 
into the mains supply. Insert batteries as 
shown with a firm up motion. Attach the 
AC adaptor connector to the power 
input connector on the top of the 
charger then plug the AC cord into a 
mains outlet.  After a minute the LED 
lights on the charger will indicate the 
charge level with flashing and the 
batteries will then begin charging.
 
Battery Options
The ALZO 2-Bay SONY Style battery 
charger can charge 1 or 2 Li-ion 
batteries including:
NP-F550, F750, F960, F570, F770, & 
F970, NP-FM55H
We recommend using F770 or larger 
batteries for LED lights.
 
LED CHARGE LEVEL INDICATORS
1 blinking = 0-25%
1 on 1 blinking = 25-50%
2 on 1 blinking = 50-75%
3 on 1 blinking = 75-99%
ALL OFF = 100%
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